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The /Lett-er- C.iTC.uliars are designed
;

to answer .specific in-
quiries and at the same.; t irae- to-'obylate .the necessity "for pre^
paratlon.-of a large number. of letters- on. .the same, subject
There Is" no guarantee- ithat .the. 'Information .given In- the Letter
Circulars- r ls , correct except as of .the date of issue,. - ilat-erlal
of a permanent value appears in- the printed publications of the-,

Bureah. ^ r f 1 -j ;.- • r:- 5r Iv-rmc v. -.

Letter. Circulars are not' available sin' the Government Print-
ing Office, and the supply at the Bureau of -Standards Is- -limited

Many inquiries' are- received- by- this. Bureau -in (regard to
the resistance to corrosion of- ."cas.t iron, and of . steel, wrought
iron, commercially pure-/open-hearth iron. 'and copper-bearing

-.

iron or* steel in sheet
,

- -pipe;,; wir.e-;..;andrsther forms
:

both bare

-

and zinc : coat ed dr otherwise, trust' propled-t,
:

.

•

:

Some inquirers request opinions on the suitability of
specifin makes or brands of these -materials , for - specific uses.

. "It -is not the policy .of the -.Bur eau to recommend or. -de-
cry specific mates or brands .of any article; Its .tests and.
investi gallons deal with ..types of material, not- with, the merits
or demerits of a .particular .maker* s product.

- .

;--Thls Letter
Circular is prepared to put those making such inquiries on
types of material in touch with -published data -and opinions
on the 'subject.

: .

- -
.

There, .are many papers- In .scientific and technical .per-
iodicals on this .sub ject,., dealing with the performance of
these materials in different types ..of -service* Most of the
papers have naturally been written by men on the technical
staff of- various- producers; : of- the materials,-

Instances, of: good or even phenomenal life -for many types,
of material;are oh. -record, but since, in- general, - only one.
type of, material.: was used: in the-: particular '.service reported
on, the question as: to- what ;-life competing materials would
have given under- identical, service'-conditions' is unanswered.
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Another class of papers are those, again more often
written by the technicians of the producers than by users,
which report accelerated laboratory tests of various com-
peting materials. The actual data reported are in general
presumably accurate. The interpretation thereof is often
subject to discussion, sometimes acrimonious, by those whose
experience or whose laboratory experiments lead to different
conclusions. Some of this criticism is often quite just.

For example, two materials completely .submerged -in an acid
may- show relative, rates of corrosion such that material A
is obviously .more resistant than material B- But it does
not -follow that on exposure to salt air, , for, instance, mater-
ial A is superior to material B. The correlation of acceler-
ated laboratory tests of different kinds with' comparative
service tests carried out under identical conditions is very
desirable but no conclusive correlation of such a nature has
yet been made, and such tests as are in progress must go oil
for years before the comparative service tests are completed
so that valid conclusions may be drawn therefrom.

A third class of papers or reports are those by impar-
tial observers, such as users of the products under discus-
sion or by technical societies whose committees are made up
of both users and producers,, and among the latter, those in-
terested in the manufacture of the various competing types of
material. -

Among the accounts of presumably impartial and compre-
hensive tests is ono of ork done at the German Material-
prufungsamt and reported by Bauer (Mitt. Mat. 38, 1920, p. 85,
Stahl u. Eisen 41, 1921, pp . .37, 76) . Exposure, tests

,
lasting

4 to 4-1/2 years were made in a: relatively pure . atmosphere. at
the laboratOryj in, one contaminated' by industrial smoke at a
steel works, and in. salt air, of several series of steels in
large sheets, not freed from scale, averaging about 0.08$, C,

0,45$ Mn, 0.10$ Ni and varying in copper content from 0.10$
to 0.40$. No copper-free material was tested. Other large
sheets were immersed in sea-water for 14 months,, and still
others were buried in the ground for 5 years g,t the same three
locations as were. chosen for atmospheric tests.

Other exposure tests and many laboratory tests in var-
ious corroding media were made . on smaller specimens of the
materials, freed from.’saale. Bauer st-ates that in the in-
dustrial atmosphere of . the stepl works,, where sulphurous or
sulphuric acid was doubtless present the cppp'Ss-rich sheets
were decidedly less attacked than those lower in copper.
Under all the' other conditions of exposure or test Bauer was
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unable to . find any. consistent differences in ‘behavior that
would warrant -hi s-; accept ing :the ide a that a

.

var i at i on in
copper content from Q.10$> to- 0.40 had- 'any clear effect upon
the life of the sheets.

While these German, government' tests' covered quite a range
of conditions and quite- a: period' of time, they were not 'as
exhaustive nor. as long continued- as some American tests., nor
did they include several types of iron' and steel much used,
in the United States.

The American Society for Testing 'Materials through its
Committee ,a~5 has conducted a. series of exposure tests a/fc

Pittsburgh, Annapolis and Fort Sheridan, 111.
,
upon bare

( un-galvanizsd) sheets of different gages together with some
corrosion tests in Washington, Dc C. city water constantly
renewed; in acid mine water of the Pittsburgh -district,' and
in brackish water in the Severn River- at Annapolis* Both
the atmospheric and the underwater tests we're’- made dn. various
ferrous materials, such as wrought iron, commercially pure,
open-hearth iron, open hearth ste.el, Bessemer' 'steel etc. low
in copper and similar materials' with 0 o 15 to 0.50^ copper.

The results, of the inspection of these ;

- tests are. given
in detail, by tables and photographs, in the Proceedings of
the American Society for Testing Materials from 1918 . on,

.

(which
can be ..consult ed at many' public libraries' or purchased from the
Secretary of the Society, 1315 Spruce St., Philadelphia)

.

In general,- tha attitude of the committee has "been to
present the data in' progress reports and require; the. reader
to draw his own conclusions. A few tentative conclusions
have, however, been drawn • In a report of the .sub-committee
on inspection, un-ahimously approved by the sub-committee.
(Proc. A. S. T. M.j Vol. 22, Part 1, 192.3, p. 170) it is
stated 11 This information continues to beam, out the. conclu-
sions of the- 1921 report that copper-bearing 'metal in the
Pittsburgh location shows marked superiority in rust—resist-
ing properties as compared to npn-copper ^bearing, material of
the same general composition" • This 'applies

.
to. bare.,, un-

galvanized sheets exposed in the air.

In reference- t-o tests of 'similar nateflalslimmer-sed in
tap, hrackish, or mine water, the 'commTttee states (Proc. A. 3.
T.M. Vol. 24, Part 1, 1924, p. 220), "The tests thus far do
not indicate any outstanding superiority for any one type
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of metal, and the presence of copper added to the various
types of metal does net increase its resistance to corrosion,
when the samples arc totally, and continually submerged in
running water of acid or alkaline reaction 1:.

Results of the most recent inspection, which will be
summarized in the 1926 report of Committee a- 5, suggest au^cj
slight difference in favor of the copper- -bearing material

|

in folf^e of' the under-warer tests. The conclusion drawn by
many impartial observers of previous under-water tests has
been to the effect that if any difference was detectable,
it was in the direction of slightly poorer service under-
water from the copper-bearing material. -Before final con-
clusions.can be drawn the A- S. T. M« tests will have to
be carried to completion.

That final conclusions hatre not. yet been drawn by the
A* S. T. M. or by government departments is evidenced by
A- S. T« -M- Tentative Specifications for hot-dipped galvaniz-
ed sheets A93-24T (Proc. A*. S., T. M • .

Vol . 24, Ft. 1, 1924,
p. 775) and' by Standard Specifications for (zinc-coated)
corrugated metal pipe culverts (.American Association of State
Highway Officials and Department of Agricuj.coro)

' U- S.
Department of Agriculture Circular 351, November, 1925,
both of which allow the purchase of either copper-bearing
or non-copper bearing material.

Since .the tests" mentioned above are all on bare, ungal-
vanized material, which is less commonly used, in service
where corrosion is to be resisted, than is material galvaniz-
ed or zinc-coated by various methods, it. is not yet known by
impartial tests what the performance of the .various' base
materials covered with a zinc coating will be. Since the
nature of the initial coat of rust or corrosion products
that forms upon a piece of iron or steel may affect the. pro-
gress of the rusting or corrosion it is conceivable that the
initial coat may not be similar to that formed

. oh:, the.
-
un-

coated sheets used in the atmospheric and submerged corrosion
tests

.

However, this committee (A~5) of the .American, society
for Testing. Mater ials has in progress another comprehensive
series of exposure tests on zinc—coated materials with differ-
ent weights of coating on different ba.se materials ,. in form
of sheets, wire, fencing., . ebc.

,
coated by different.", processes

.
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Exposure, .tests are to be made at five different locations.
Accelerated laboratory tests will- be made, for comparison
v/ith the exposure tests when the latter are completed.
Details of the test program appear in the 1925 Proceedings
of the A- Si T- M- Part 1, p. 105.

It is not to be expected that conclusive results of
these tests will be obtained for many years.

.
The tests- of

uncoated material have gone on since about January. 1,. 1917
and are still incomplete. On account of the much longer life
of zinc-coated materials, which will be very mailed in the
case of the heavier coatings, it is unlikely that even tenta-
tive conclusions can be drawn within ten years.

It is rather well-established that within the limit set
by the cracking or flaking of the coating c-n. material "that has
to toe formed after galvanizing or zinc-coating, the- life of
the coating is, broadly,' the greater. 'the heavier the zinc
coating.. The effect of differences in technique or method
of zinc coating and of the composition or

.

purity of the coat-,
ing will in general be secondary to the main factor# of. the
thickness of the coating. It ;is obvious: also that for. any-'

given composition, the thicker the sheet, wire, etc. (i.e.,
the heavier the gage) the longer. the' life will be. Coating
a fabricated article such as garbage Cans', or wire' fencing
after fabrication allows the use of a heavier, coating than
would resist cracking during fabrication and’, if heavier coat-
ings are actually used, coating after fabrication is generally
believed' t*o produce a superior article.

The Bureau of Standards is cooperating with the A» S. T.
M* in the tests on bare and on coated iron and steel and has
not completed nor has it under .way, separate exposure or- ser-
vice tests in these fields.

She corrosion of pipe in soils is, hbwever, the subject
of a separate investigation which has' been under way , at. 'the
Bureau of Standards since 1922. A

'

preliminary report was pre-
sented before the

.
American joundrymen.Cs. Association in 19.24,

(Logan, K. H., Soil Corrosion Investigation , .'.'Trans'. A. F. A*
Vol, 32, 1925, p. 144). Specimens are dug up and . inspected
every two years. The preliminary "report states gin so ' far. as
the conclusion may be warranted fi,om'''B'bortl'time. tests., the
results indicate that no one of the commonly us'ed' pipe mater-
ials tested is generally superior to the others under all soil
conditions. On the other hand, the tests seem to show that
the pipe material best suited to one soil condition may give
a relatively poor showing under a different soil condition”.
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These tests include v/rought iron, commercially pure open-hearth
iron, cast iron, open hearth steel, bessemer steel and copper-
bearing steel as well as a large number ' of ' other materials and
various coated' specimens. The second inspection is being made,
in 1926 and a further progress report ft ill be made when the:
inspection is complete and the results tabulated.

Few comprehensive reports of tests by experimenters 'un-

connected with producers are -Known in the fields of corrosion
of water pipes or of culverts, though various producers have
made or have under way tests in these important fields.

The U. S'. Department of"Agriculture
,
Bureau of • Public

Roads, installed a few bare and galvanized culverts of bessemer,
open-hearth, and copper-bearing steels and of copper bearing
iron and, ingot iron . in Texas in 1915, and. reported in its
Bulletin 586,. February 28, 1918, (which is out of print) on
an inspection made after about /two' years of service: The'

galvanized culverts were then ail in "apparently hew' condi-
tion". The bare culverts were showing some attack but no
clear differentiation among the various materials was shown.
The Bureau of public Roads stated in March, 1926 that. some
difference in. condition had recently begun to be shown, and
that another inspection is to be' made soon, after which, if
any worth-while conclusions can be drawn, the- results willy'
be promptly, published. .’ •

The National Resear ch . Council, "Highway Research" Board
(Mr. R. W. Crum, Aite s', Iowa, Chairman

.
Culver t" Committee) ,

is
studying the culvert problem but has as yet : published .no':

;

report. .

.The California Highway Commission', "Sacramento, ' Califor-
nia, has. examined . some 5000 culverts /and" is now. correlating '

the information obtained. This will' not be completed, before
June, 1926, at the earliest, and no decision' has yet been
made as to whether the results, will be published. ...

The Wisconsin Highway Commission, .Madisoh,; Wisconsin,
is now engaged: in a comprehensive field survey. Of culvert
life. Two thousand culverts were Inspected, in '192.5, but
before, the. Work is completed so as

.
to. justify giving. Out

information, it is expected that eight, thousand 'will be
inspected.

. ;
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The Sub-Committee, on Corrugated Metal Culverts for Railu
way ~-Purpo-se.s >

of the American Railway. Engineering Association,
states - (Bulletin A* R- E. A. 27, No. 284, Jan. 19.23, p. 794)
H The .Sub—committee has no report to make at this time on the
question of relative durability' 1

.

The conditions of service vary so. greatly that it is,
so. far, impossible accurately to predict the life of any
ferrous- -material-, in any

.

given service . It is- generally.

.

equally impossible accurately to predict -the-- relative .per-
formance of two different types of material in.-the same ser-
vice unless: these materials have already beep.' subjected to
impartial- comparative test .under. the identical conditions,
of service.

.

A' common error in the consideration; of-.corrosion-test s

is to assume that satisfactory or- unsatisfactory performance
under one set . of conditions means that performance -.will be .

. similar- under another set-, of conditions. .The ..relative . stand-
, in g; of. different materials is very often altered, as the con-
ditions are altered.

For information of practical value*. primary, dependence
must be placed. on such experiments. as- the-. several A* S- T. M.
series of tests and as the culvert inspections under way in
various states, -in all of v/hich much- time,-must, still' pass
before completion. Isolated - service records, in which- but.

,

one .material was used only indicate- tendencies-.
.

Proof.- of
superiority -in- service requires that -the., different- materials
shall ' have : been used under same condit ions Labofao-or-y-.. test

s

lasting days, or months may sometimes be... as- valuable,- as- ser-
:

•

vice records of years because the ' Variables., involved, are.
under control, but many laboratory tests, in the attempt to
secure information rapidly, exaggerate - the conditions -• of corro-
sion and may so alter the conditions, as. to. give misinferma^
-tion rather-. than\ information.

Until direct correlation is shown between a given
accelerated test... and. a given service f he.- accelerated- test
is chiefly, valuable ..for what it indicates - rather ..-than .what-
it might: at first sight- appear - to prove.. Accelerated tests
which do have '..direct-correlation are

-.
badly ...needed,; and.,much

work is being done to .fihtd such tests, gome accelerated
tests certainly give useful information, whether or not they
correlate exactly with service results. To date, however,
much of the corrosion data in the literature, whether based
on laboratory tests or service records, has to be read with
the realization that under conditions other than those to
which the data refer, different results might be obtained.
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Nevertheless the opinions and information published
on the performance of various classes of material in ser-
vice or in laboratory tests may be of use, and a selected
bibliography of about 300 titles in scientific arid techni-
cal literature is appended. Ifo attempt is made to cover the
voluminous literature of corrosion in general, although
reference is made to a few books, bibliographies and general
articles which will serve as introduction to a study of the
general corrosion problem. The aid of the metallurgical
departments of representative producers of the various, types
of ferrous products' has been enlisted in the preparation
of tbe bibliography, in order to avoid' the omission of im-
portant articles recording tests especially favorable or
unfavorable to any particular type of product.

It should be pointed out that while iron or steel pro-
tected by suitable coatings such as paint, renewed' as needed,
or by a heavy coating of zinc or cadmium may often, in normal
uses and. normal locations, be the cheapest in respect to cost
vs. life, yet they are inherently corrodible. Wnen corrosive
conditions are severe it is often good economy to select a
more expensive material which is inherently resistant to that
type of corrosion in question and which need not depend so
completely on protective coatings for long life.

While small additions of other elements such as copper,
molybdenum, etc.', may slight!.y reduce the rate of corrosion,
of iron or steel, to secure anything approaching complete
resistance under severe conditions either ferrous allays of
entirely different types from ordinary iron or steel, or
non-ferrous alloys, are generally required. Iron c? steel
with approximately 14$ silicon, or 15$ chromium or 30$ nickel,
has an entirely different order of resistance to corrosion
than have the common iron and steel products. Aluminum and
its alloys, copper, brass, bronze, lead, nickel and its
alloys, tin and zinc, beside the noble metals, all show corro-
sion-resistance of very high order under appropriate conditions.

Each of the metals and alloys' is well able to resist
corrosion under some conditions and poorly able to resist
it under others. To defeat corrosion one must adapt the
materials to the conditions of service or alter the conditions
to meet the requirements of the material.
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Treatises, General ana Introduc tory Papers on Corrosion

Bibliographies

Bibliography on metal corrosion and protection, 2d Edition,
Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh, 1909.

Bibliography on corrosion of metals and its prevention,
N. VanPattcn, Mass. Inst. Tech. Cambridge, Mass. 1323.
(comprehensive and quite complete to 1923)

.

Research Information surveys on corrosion of metals,
H. F. Whittaker, National Research Council,

Washington, D . C

.

No. 1. Nickel .1923
No. 2. Aluminum 1923
No. 3. Copper, 1923-_

No. 4. Zinc 1924 (revised
NO. 5. Tin 1924
NO. 6. Lead 1924

Bibliography of chemical corrosion,
W. S. Calcott, J. C. Whetzel Trans'. Am, Inst. Chem.

Eng. 15, pt. 1, 1923, p. S3.

Books

1910 Corrosion and preservation of iron and steel (with
bibliography)

A.-S. -Cushman, H. A- Gardner," McGraw Kill Co
.

,

New York City.

1911 The corrosion of iron and steel,
J. A- N. Friend, - Longmans & Co., London.

1923 Corrosion tests and materials of construction for
chemical engineering apparatus.
W. S- Calcott, J. C. Whetzel, H.‘ F. Whittaker,

Am. Inst. Chem. Eng..

1923 The causes and prevention of corrosion,
A. A* Pollitt, - E. ‘Benn

}
Ltd., London.

1923 The chemical resistance of engineering materials,
M. L. Hamlin, F- M. Turner, Jr. - Chemical Catalog

Co., New York.

1925 Acid resisting metals,
S. J. Tungay - E. Benn. Ltd., London.

1925 The corrosion of metals,
U- R. Evans, - E. Arnold & Co.., London.
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7
Books ( cont 1 d) . . .

1926 Corrosion - causes and prevention, (in press)
F* N. Speller - McGraw-Hill Book Co.

,
Hew York.

Monographs

1922 Protective metallic coatings for the rustproofing
of iron and steel,
Bureau 'of Standards Circular 80, Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office, 20^

1922 Corrosion tests oh. metals and' alloys- in acid mine
water from coal mines,

W. A- Selvig, G- : M :

. Enos-,- - -Carnegie Inst.
Tech. Bulletin No. 4. - - • -

1922 The corrosion of iron,
....... J. N. Friend- — Iron-’ahd’stee-i Inst

. g Carnegie
‘ Scholl Mem . 11, Spon • &- Ghaitbdrlain-jlTew York

(chiefly On- cast iron}.*

1923 Microstructural aspects of metals and alloys corroded
by acid mine water,

R. J.. Anderson, G. M- Enos - Carnegie Inst.
Tech-. Bull.' N:o-. 5* -

1923 Corrosion and preservative- boat i-rigs-, • 1

F . N • Spell er - Kent s- Me-ch .-
- Eng •- handbook p . 43 7

.

1923 Second report on relative corrodibility Of various
commereial forms of iron- and s’i eel ,

'

J.. N. Friend, .Iron and Steel Inst., Carnegie
Schod . Mem.' 12. Spon & Chamberlain,- New York.

1925 Protection of oil arid -gas field eouipment against
corrosion, -

.
•

R. Van A- Mills,. U- S. Bureau of Mines Bull No. 233
Super intendent of Document £', Government Printing
Office. -35j£ - -

‘ '
-

.
-

A German journal, Korro s i on -uhd Metall schut t
,
Berlin,

is now 'published which deals solely with corrosion and
its prevention. • - •
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Symposia on Corrosion

190.8 Trans -v. American Electrochemical Society, 19
,
p.151.

1915 Engineer , 120, p. 571

1916 Journ al Far aday ,
Soei e ty| 11 , p . 183

.

1921 American Electrochemical society, .39, p. 9.

1923-4' Journal Faraday Society, 19, -p. 156, '839.

1923 Industrial and Engineering
.

Chemistry,.. 15 "p
. 127

.

1923 Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering,. 28, p. 678-86

1924 Corrosion Resiataht*, Heat-Hesi-'s-tanif Electrical
Resistance Alloys, A- S. 7- M. 24, (2). p ;

. 189.

Continued Reports

1918-1925+
.
proc . A* S>.cT.

,
Reports

,
"Com. A-5'

1920-1925+ Proc. Inst. Civil Eng; (British),
'

Deterioration .of 'ist-ruc-iures -of t imber
,
metal

and concrete exposed, to the act ion ..of sea
• - .. water. .

•• ’

;

^

1924r.19.25- American Foundrymenb Associat ion' •

'

General Articles

Untersuchungen uber. den Angrlff dbs ~Eisens 'durch
Wasser,
E. Heyn, - Mitt. Koeniglichen Technischen ver-
suchaust alten, 18, 38.

Uber den Angriff des Eisens durch Wasserige lo sun-
gen, E- Heyn, . 0 . Bauer, - Mitt.- Koniglichen Mater-
'ialprufungsamt 26, p. 1-104; Stahi u-Eis'en 28, 1564;
Jour. Iron and Steel Inst. 78., p. 663.

On :the corrosion of. iron -in -water and apueou's solu-
tions, • ..

E . Heyn, 0.. Bauer, Proc. 5th' Cong .‘ Inst. Assn.
Test. Materials Section, 17, p. 21.

1900

1908

1909
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1910

' 1910

1912

1913

.1913

1913

1913

1914

1914

1914

1914

• 1915

1915

1915

1915

1916

liber den Angriff des Eisens durch Wasser und
Wasserige losungen,

Mitt. Koeniglichen Mater ialprufungsamt 28, p.62.

Corrosion of iron and. steel,
A- Sang. - Hill Publishing Co.; American Chemical
Society, Abstracts 4, p. 1451.

Corrosion of steel and its prevention,
A- S. Cushman - Iron Age, 89., p. 1278.

Corrosion of iron and steel,
W. H- Walker, - Iron Age, 91, p.1205; Sci. Ameri-
can, S . 76 p. 51.

-

Electrolytic theory of the corrosion of iron,
B. Lambert - Met. & Ohem. Eng. 11, 272.

Steel and its .corrosion,
,

Eng. Magazine,-. 45, p. 569.

Electrolytic theory of the corrosion of iron,
B. Lambert, Met. & Chem. Eng. 11, p. 272.

Corrosion of boilers through the use of sulphurous "oils,
Int . Marine Eng. 19, p. 221.

Corrosion test of metal lath in stucco,
J. C. Pe-arson .

- Conefete .Cement, '5
, p . 38-.

Iron and steel processes and their relation to corrosion,
J- T- Hay,- Munic. Eng. 46, p. 276.

Tests of the resistance to corrosion of various brands
of iron and steel,

Eng.rjews?2, P- 255; American Gas Light Journal,
101,* p. 149.

Corrosion problem before the American iron and steel,
Inst ., Met . & Chem. Eng., 13, p. 420.

Bibliography of metal corrosion:' and protection,
Eng. Soc. W. Pa. .31, p. 193.

Corrosion of iron,
L. C. Wilson - Eng. Mech. .

48,
'
p. 517, 667, 849

49, p. 58., 202.

Corrosion, of pure irons and steels, used by U- S.
Reclamation Service,

Eng. News, 74, p. 78 .

Corrosion of 350 mile Australian steel pipe line
12 years old,

P. V. O’Brien, - Eng. Record, 74, p.501.
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1916 Observations upon theu atmospheric.-, .q.orrqs ion of
commercial shoet iron,
' B. A- Richardson,' L. T. Richardson,' - diet . & Chen.

Eng. 15, p. 450.

1916 Rustless, ferro alloys-,
L. Aitchison, Eng. 21, p.329,' '3 51

.

1916 The- relative corrodibilit ies . of iron and steel,
J. N. Friend, - Faraday Soc . 11, p; 204.

1916 Theory of the ;corrosion of steel,
L. Aitchison, Jour. Iron and Steel Inst. 93, (l).p.77.

1916'' Corrosion of- iron,. -
'

L. C. Wilson, Engng. Mag. ,
ftew. York, 178 ;

Chem.
Abstract, 1916, p. 1744.

1918

Corrosion of Iron, in contact with other metals and
•alloys

,
.

•

0 . Barter
, o •

.

Vogel
,
- Mitt , Kgl . Mat . Pruf . 36

,

p.. 114; zoit. Met. iO, 19-19, p. 124; ' Stahl u.
Eisen 40, - 45,' 85, 1920.

1918 .Corrosion of iron and s.teol with special reference
to reinforded concrete; Abstracts,

... ,J .H- Friend, -Iron Age,' 101, 444, Sng.. ' 24, p . 550

.

1919 Corrosion-proof steels ,- recent progress in the
development of iron alloys, that resist rust,

Sci . . American, 121, p. 156. .......

19.19 Effect of rolling' on rusting of iron rand; steel,
S'- ’y. Carson, Eng. & Cent r. 51, p,. "225.

1920- .
.. ; ..

..

-

1925 Deterioration of structures exposed to sea-water,
Inst. Civ. Engv. 1920;. Jng.. 136, p.91, 1923;
Eng. 118 , .p . = 774

,
1924 ; . Engng . 119, p. 21,1925.

1920, Experiments ; on the corrosion of iron a,nd steel,
W. D. 'Richardson, Am- -Inst. ’Chem. Eng. 13,(1), 169.

1920 Rates of solution of iron and .steel in non-
r

- • oxidizing.-and oxidizing acids, r

W. D. Richardson, - Am. Inst "Chem. Eng. Trans.
. • , 1? (D p. 265. '

. /

1920 Suggest ion basis " for an index of corrosion for
iron and steel,

W. D. Richardson, - Am. Inst. Chem. Eng. Trans.
13, (1) 277.
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* %
%

1921

Introduction to' symposium"' on corrosion of iron and
steel,
W . 'H-. Walker

,
- Am. Electrochem. Soc.- 39, p. 53.

1921 Preventing corrosion of iron and steel,
F. N- Speller, Am. Electrochem. SocV 39, p. 141

.

1922 Corrosion. of iron. and steel,.
T. S.. Fuller, - Gen. Electrical Rev. 25,_ p. 425.

1922

Corrosion of iron by natural waters-,
Chem. & Met . Eng.- 27, p. 592.

1922 Corrosion of variius steels,
Iron Trade Rev. 70, p. 1475; Blast -Furnace and

1 Steel plant 10, p. 343.

19.22 Corrosion with special refe-rencer. to . the ferrous
metals and the deterioration of ships.

A-. Pickworth,. Electrician 89, /p. 100..

1922. .pitted corrosion of mixture iron', -.

D • M • Strickland-, - Gas Age 49, - p. 62-3

.

1922. Modern - conceptions of corrosion,-
W . Ramsay

,
Live rpool Engine er ing- Soc.. 43, p • 63 .

1922 -Corrosion of ferrous materials;
R. A- Hadfield, Inst. Civil Eng,

;
Engng. 113

,

p. 419; Met. Ind. London, 20 p. 381.

1923 Corrosion of iron in water and
'

neutral salt solutions,

J. N . Friend, - Jour. Chem. Soc. 123, p. 2996.

1923

Corrosion of rustproofed iron and steel,
W. P. Wood, --Chem. & Met-. Eng. 28

,
p . 769

.

1923 Corrosion of electrolytic iron,
W. E. Hughes, - Chen. & Met. Eng. 29, p. 536.

1923
.
Corrosion of iron and steel,

C.’L. Wright- Locomotive 34, p. ISl.

1923 .Corrosion-resisting irons and steels,
.J. A. Aupperle - Chem.- & ;Met. ‘Eng. 28-, p.681.

1923 Effect of velocity on .
the corrosion of steel in

sulphuric acid. ...
W. .G • Whitman,, et al. Ind. & Eng. Chem.' 15, p.672.

1923 Hoyt iron rust grows,
A- Gradenwitz - Sci. American 128, p. 183,
British World 19 ,

.
p . -123

.
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1923

Mechanism of the corrosion of iron and steel in
natural waters and the calculation of specific
rates of corrosion,

R. E. Wilson, - Ind. & Eng. Chern. 15, p.127.

•1924 The submerged corrosion of iron,
W. G. Whitman, R. P. Russell, - Chem. & Industry
June 20, 27; July 4, 11.

1924

Effe.ct of hydrogen ion ' concent rat ion on the sub-
merged’ corrosion of steel,

C-. W. Whitman, R. P. Russel, V. J. Alter -
Ind. & Eng. Chem. 16, p. 335.

1924 Electrolytic theory of corrosion,
F. N. Speller, F. G« Harmon - Am. Electrochem.
Soc. 46, p. 313.

1924- Prevention of corrosion of iron and steel,
0. P- Perrin, - Eng. & Engng. p. 223.

1924 Effect of -alkaline solutions, on ’ steel immersed in
water,

F. N. Speller, E. R. Texter, - Ind.- & Eng. Chem.
16, p.. 393.

1924 The electrolytic, theory of corrosion,
W. D. Bancroft, journal Physical- Chem.. 28, p.785

1924 Critical resume of information on corrosion of iron
and steel,
British Elect & Allied Ind. Res. Council; World
Power 2 p. 146; Chem.Abst. 18, p. 3353.

1924 Film protection as a factor/ in corrosion,
F. N- Speller, - Am. Electrochem. Soc. 46, p.225

1925 Turbine blade corrosion prevented by eliminating
oxygen,

W. R. Whitney, - power 62, July 21, p. 113.

1925 Corrosion of iron,
W. R. Whitney, - Ind. & Eng. Chem. 17, p.385.

Corrosion of iron in absence of oxygen,
J. W. Shipley, I. R. McHaffie, N. D. Clare, -

Ind. & Eng. Chem. 17, p. 381.

1925
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1925.

1925.

1925.

' 192 5

1925

1925

1926

1926

The causes .and effects of corrosion, ..

R. .'J. 'McXay - Cfem, lief. Bng. ,32^ pi _432.

- Corrosion, .

' E. C .'frax -'jour. Arn. Water
1

" Works Assoc.
14, p. 255.

Causes and \cqhtrolling ..factors "in’ 'file ...corrosion of
iron and' steel, v '

.

W. P. Wood, - Trans.' A.' 2. S. T. 7, p. 321.

Electrolytic corrosion of forroue. metals,
W.c. M*. Thornron

, J .
. A ’

Harle,. ' >- Ehgng . 119, p.237
' T fan's . Faraday' So c.- 21, 'p."23j Journal Iron and
Steel Inst. Ill p. 547.'

Wat errline -corrosion of Iron and steel..
U. Re Evans, J our e So c .. Chem 'Ind. .44., p.163;
Jour. Iron and Steel Xnst’. ' 111 p.' 598.

Corrosion'' of Iron and .Steel. -
. "V

T
•"
'S •’ Fuller -American Soc. for' Steel Treating,

Handbook, p. A45- 50. .... ....

.Factors, other than dissolved. .oxygen . -influencing
the ‘corrosion of iron pipes,' .

'
*

•"

J. R. Bayles, - Ind. Eng/'ChOrn'. 18, p. 370.

.
Boiler water conditioning tilth .special- reference
to high operating pressures arid" corrosion,

R . E . Hall , . - Mech . . Eng . 48 , p . .

3.17 . • .. .
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Effect of Impurities and of Additions such as Copper to Iron

and steel

1900 Influence of copper' in retarding corrosion of soft
steel and wrought' iron,

F. H. Williams
,
Eng. So'c. West Pa. .16, .

p. 231;
Iron Age 66, p. 16.

1901 Effect of" copper on steel for wire making,
Stead & Wigham, - iron and Steel Ins't. 1901,
II, p . 123.

1904. Das Verhalten einiger Metalle im See Wasser
Stahl u. Eisen, 24, pp. 561, 629.

1905 Uber den Einfluss der Reihenfolg'e von Zus at zen zum
Flusseisen auf die Widerstandsfahigkei't gegen ver-
dunnte Schwefelsaure,

0. Ba^er, - Mitt. Konigli.chen materialprufungsamt
23, p. 292

1907 Cprrosion tests on copper steels- as' rolled

,

P, Breuil - Jour. Iron & Steel Inst. 74, p.60.

1907 Copper steels

,

P. Breuil - Jour. Iron & Steel Inst. II, p.l.

1907 Relative rates of corrosion of acid and basic steel,
G. A- Fraser, Iron Age, 79, p. I 106.

1911 Influence of impurities on the corrosion <of iron,
J. W. Cobb, - jour. Iron 5; -Steel Inst. Ip. 170.

1911 Tite marked influence of ' copper in iron and steel on
the acid corrosion, test,

W. H. Walker, - A. S. T. M- P- 615.

1911 Prevention of corrosion in metal lath,
C. W. Noble, - Can. Eng,. . 20 p. 506.

1912 Influence of canbon on the corrodibility of iron,
.

,

C. Chappel, - Jour. Iron & Steel Inst. 85, I, f
p. 27'0,

1913 Copper bearing steel and corrosion,
Iron Age 92, p. 572.
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1913
Influence of copper in retarding the corrosion of
steel plate,

Eng. News, 70, p. 232.1913

'

' Properties of mild” steels' as' influenced -by the addi-
tion of small amounts of copper,

. G. K. Taylor
,
-.Mass v Inst , Tech. Thesis.

1913 Pure iron. vs,. copper’-'h'ear ing
:

.steel

,

A*‘ S. Cushman, - Inst. Ihd.' Research Bull. 5.

1913 Influence of s ilicon on the corrosion of cast iron,

:

‘ J'. 11. Friend, jour. Iron & Stool /Inst 37, (1) p.332.

1913 Copper in steel, the influence on corrosion,
- D'; ;M Buck. -

;J.Qur Tnd ,\& Bug.-
. Chem .• ,5*, p .'447

.

1913 Influence of various "element s' on the corrodibility
• of Iron and -steel',

; -S': r.tS

C. -F.: Burgess,- j. Aston, Jo,ur. jnd. -Eng. Chem.
5, p. 458.

'

'

, ;a: ' , j .•
...

-

1913 'Influence d’f copper 'upon the - physical’- pr opart ies of
steel

,

. A, • S... Cushman,- R W. Hunt
,
,-:. A-.- :I * M . >:M . E . ,

84,

_

.

' p1.29 3 3 '(.buLle.tin-)
.. ( • , .

...

1914 Data on the influence of copper .on. t.h.e curr o.s ton

/of iron- and. steel-.,. _
••

..
_ r

E. R. Hamilton, Am. Gas Light Jour. 100 p.247,
•

'

.
" .250. .• -•

’

1914 Influence of molybdenum upon the corrodibility of
steel, i re eo idfa.eeoi; o-V.r- J

N. Friend
,

; Cv- Wb-liar shall,-

-

jour . Iron &
Steel Inst. 89, (1) p. 503.

1915 Influence of different elements'upon the corrosion
of -iron,- "

• M • •
.

..
'

" b v
.

L. C. Wilson,
.
Eng. Mag. 50, p. 78.

1915

Effect of- Various element's -in- Steel on its resist-
ance to corrosion,

' .' -' Eng . & 'Contr 44, • p./ 64'. ' u
1915 Experiments on the rusting of iron" in water which

has been softened by the permit it process, and.
means for pfeve-niing it,

' '

0. Bauer, E. Wetzel, Mitt. EoiVigiichen Mat er ial-
prufungsamt 33 p. 1, (also z. F. Metallk 10,51,
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1915 Recent progress in corrosion resistance,
D. M. Buck, - Am.. Iron and. Steel Inst, yearbook,
p. BIS o

1916' Influence of carbon and manganese upon the corrosion
of

.
iron and st.e.el,

H-A-HadTleld, ' J. N. Friend, - Jour. Iron and Steel
Inst. 93, (1) p. 48; Eng. 121, p. 528.

1916 Research on the corrosion resistance of. copper steel,
D. M. Buck, J. 0. Handy,, jour,. Ind. & Eng. Chem.

• .8 p., 209.
. .... ...... .....

1916 The effect of fust' on the' CoirOsion of iron and steel
J. • As.ton, Am- Elect rochem. Soc.. . 29, p .. ..449.,

,

1916 Discussion of fl atmospheric corrosion Of sheet iron 11

,

Trans ... Aim. Electrochem. S.oc... 30,. p. 399.. ...

1916 Observations on the' atmospheric corrosion of com-
. merci.al sheet, .iron, •'

.

E. -'A. Richardson,' L. T . R'ichards'oh, • - Am. Electro-
chem. Soc. 30, p.' 379.

1916 - Corrosion of ingot iron containing cobalt, nickel or
copper, . ;.

.

'

,

H. T» Kalmus, K. B. Blake, proc. Am/ Inst. Chem.
Eng. 9, p. 233. (Also Jour. Ind. & Eng. Chem. 9,
p. 123, 1917 and Iron Age 99 p. 201, 1917.

^ . .

1917

Corrosion of ingot copper containing, cobalt
,
nickel

or copper
,

•

A. S’. Cushman, K. T- Kalmus, Jour.' Ind". & Eng.
Chem. 9, p. .414.

1917 Corrosion of fence wire,
0. W. Storey, - Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 32,

p> 28 5 :
( later data cont ained in a privately

printed pamphlet; H-716 C. F- Burgess Laboratories
Madison, Wise. 1926; Ir6n Age 117, 1926, p. 424.

1918 The effect of the presence of a sma,ll amount of cop-
per. in me.efum carbon, steel,

C •
. R . .

-Hayward,
: A • * B„. . Johns.ton, , ;

Bull .. A. I • M • M

.

E. p. 159; Iron Trade Rev. 62 p. 320.
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1919

1919

1919

1919

1920

1920

1920

1920

1921

1921

1921

1921

1921

Exposure tests on sheeting material,
S- L. Hoyt, - .Chem. & Met:. Eng. 21, p. 142.

Influence of very low percentages cf copper in
retarding the corrosion of steel,

A. .II. Buck, - proc . A- S.- T- If. 19, (2)' p.224.

Further data cn the effect of copper -in. reducing
corrosion of steel,

Eng. News Record 83, p. 14.

Copper bearing sheets,
Iron >Ago, -104, p. 44.

*'

Copper in steel tie plates reduces corrosion,
Eng . C on tr actor 54, p .•256 ;

-Railway Age 69, p. 146

Copper-steel as a rust resisting met ad,
Can ., Eng 39

,

p

.

300 -

'

.

Influence of copper, manganese and chromium and
some of their combinations on the .corrosion of iron
and steel, •

- .

E. A. Richardson, L T
.. Richardson,. Arad Elect ro-

• e-hem. Soc . 38, pc.' 321.

Review, of the
.
development , in -copper steel:,

D-' M. Buck, - Iron Age 106, p. 1109; .Yearbook >

Am . Iron & .Steel Inst-,, p. 373. ,- ; .

Influence of copper on some physical properties of
iron and steel,

E. A- Richardson, L. T. Richardson, - Chem. Met.
Eng, 24, p. 565.

Experiments on' the corrosion ' of iron
4
and : steel,

T- S. Fuller, Am. Elect rochem. Soc*. 39, p,. 199.

Principles of alloying to resist corrosion,
0. P. Watts, - Trans. Am. Electrochem^ Soc. -39,
p. 253. • , ... -

Some -observations on the' m.echanlsnrbf
,
increased corro-

sion 'resist ance of steel
,
and' iron .due to

.
small capper

.content
,

’ ' *

D. M. Buck, - Am* Electrochem. Soc.. 39.,. p. 109.

Transformer tanks of copper-.alloy steel, -

-R. -V. Bingay,' Elec. Review, 79, p. 102.,
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1921 The gap between theory and practice in the production
of corrosion-resisting iron and steel,

*'W. D. Richardson, - Am. Electrochem. Soc. 39,
p. 61.

1921 Anomalies encountered in a study. of immersion tests
of iron and steel,

'

A* Cushman, G. W. Ccggeshall, — Am. Electro-
Ohem .

. S0 c . 39
, p . ;81

1921 Observations on the corrosion of iron and- Steel,
J . A* A.upperle, D. M. Strickland, - Am. Slectro-

' chem.' Soc. 39, p. 123.

1921 The .corrosion of old iron,
E • A. Richardson, L. T. Richardson, - Am. Electro-
chem. Soc. 39, p. 167.

1921 Observations on the mechanism of the increased corro-
sion resistance of steel and iron due to small copper
content

, ,

D. M- Buck, - Am. Electrochem. Soo. 39, p. 47.

1921 Rostversuche mit Kupferha.lt i gen Eisenblechen,
0. Bauer, Stahl u. Eis-en .41, pp.37, 76, Jan. 13,20;
Mitt. Koeniglichen Mater ialprufungs amt-, 38, p. 85,
(1920). '

•

1921 Rusting of steel containing copper.
Engng. Ill, 213, Feb. 18;“ Eng. and- Contractor 55,

• p. 329.

1921 Some advantages claimed for copper alloy steel,
R. V. Bingay, - Elec. World, 78, p- 425.

1921 Copper in steel and the corrosion of cars,
Brass World, 17

,
p. 65.

1921 The corrosion of steel ranges,
0. W. Storey, - Am. Electrochem. Soc. 29, p. 175.

1922 Control of Corrosion by deactivation of water,
F. N. Speller, J. Frank. Inst. 193, p. 515.
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1923 Reducing the corrosion in steel cars,
J. J. Tatum, Railway Age, June 16, p. 1427.

1923 Influence Of copper on the corrosion of steel,
R. C* Case - Railway Mech.- Eng. 97, p. 408.

1923 Influence of copper on iron and steel,
W.’Guertler, Norges Geol. Undersokelse 117;
Abst 19, Apr. 10, 1925, p. 1121.

Chem.

1924 How the ravages of corrosion can be reduced,
C. A- McAllister, Marine Eng. 29, p.563.

1924 Copper in modern steels, II. Corrosion,
G- K. Fertig, - Tech, Engng. News, .Sept ,5, 809,30

1924 T.ests steel plates of Leviathan,
Q. B. Waterhouse, - Iron Trade Review, '75, 229.

1925 Anti-corrosion of 1.67$ copper steel in bottom plates
of ships,

Brass World 21, Mar. p. 178.
.

1925 Rust-proofing of materials,
M« S. McDonnell, Mech. Eng. 47, 875, Railway Age
79, p.849.

1925 Copper-bearing steel for structural purposes-,
F. P. Turner, Chairman .Sub-Committee

,
Eull. Am.

Ry. Eng. As-sn. 27
,

No.. 230, p. 112: (oat .'1025)

1926 Effect of brine drippings on track: appliances and
tests of tie-plates subject to brine drippings -

E. D. Swift, Chairman, Sub-Corn. Bull. Am. Ry.
Eng. Assn. 27, No. 283 (Jan. 1926}p.647.
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Corrosion of Cast Iron a.nd Comparison; of Cast _iron with Other
Ferrous Products.

1893 Action of sea water on cast iron and wrought iron,
R. : Mailer, -.Report 8th; Meeting-. British '.Assn.
Adv . • Sci . p . 253 .

'

1910 Corrosion of - a-' east iron pipe by fresh water,
T- Steel, - Jour. Soc. Chem. Ina. 29, pt.2,
p.

.

1141. •

" :
'

'

' :'
- -

1912 Corrosion of cast iron and lead pipe- in alkaline
soils

,

Jour.- Soc. Chem. ind. 41, pf- 31lT. -

1913 Corrosion of cast i?’on reviewed-,
R. . H. Gaines, - Iron Age 91, p. 1358.

1913 Prevention of the corrosion of iron water mains,
W. T. Mont fort, -Eng. News, 70, p. 570.

1914 External corrosion
_
of cast iron pipe

;
'abstract s

,

M-'R.'pygh, --Munic .
• J.

: J 37 ,
pf : 424. Am. Soc.

Mech. Eng. Jour. 36, p. 0199;
Eng . & C ont r . 42 ,

• p . 3-77
; Am :Gas = L-ight Jour .

103, p. 65. • •;
. . ;

:

-

1915 Corrosion of iron and steel pipe,
W. A. Dunkley, J. E. Noble, power, 41,- p.534.

1915 • Corrosion- of steel .and cast, iron compared,
R. C. McWane, H. Y. Carson, - Foundry. •• 43, p.467;

- Iron- Trade Review 58,- 1916, p. . 141.'.

1915 The relative corrodibilities of gray cast iron
and steel,

J. N. Friend, C. W. Marshall, Iron and- Steel
Inst

. (1) p. 353; - Gas 'World 62, p-. 57.9;' ; ;

Iron Age, 95, -p. 1114.

1916 Corrosion of cast iron/ ,

0 • $ay-§r
}

. E • .Wetzel, -g. Mitt .
• Xoniglichen

Mat er i alprufungs amt 34, 11; Iron Age 99, p.2&3.
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1917

1917

1917

1917

1917

1918

1918

1919

1921

1921

Cast iron end its rust-res isting power,
E. A.. Richardson, 1. T. Richardson, - Iron
Trade Rev. 61, p. 834.

Air in water causes pipe corrosion,
H- A- Holmes, Electrical World,.. 69, p. ,319.

Corrosion of cast iron and its "bearing upon the
electrolytic theory of corrosion,

E. A- Richardson, L. T.. Richardson, - Met.
end Chem.Eng. 16, p. 582.

Rusting of pipe in service,
Ev Y. C arson, - Am. Water works Assn, journal.

4, p. 252.

Corrosion of cast iron, - E. A* Richardson end
L. T. Richardson, - Trans. Am. Elect rochem. Soc.

31, p. 191. . ...

Relative, corrosion of cast iron, wrought iron and
steel .pipe in house, drainage system., - - :

W . P . 'Gerhard, J.. Am.Soc.iMech. Eng. 40, p.945.

Corrodibility of cast iron,
Sci. Am. Sup. 85, p. 333.

Self corrosion of
. cast, iron and . other- met als in

alkaline soils, •

W. N* Smith, - Electric Railway Journal 58, p. 911

Corrosion in iron and: steel -pipe, -

Textile World, 60, p. 2873.

Graphitic corrosion of cast iron,
. J. V. Davies, - Iron Age 108, p.942

.

Control of corrosion in iron and steel pipe,
F. N • Speller, Can. Eng. 40, p.359; Mech.Eng.
43, p. 661.

1921
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1922

Corrosion of cast iron in alkaline soils,
Engng- 113, p. 36.

1922 The corrosion of iron,
J. j|. Friend, - Iron and Steel Inst., Carnegie

' Sokol 'Mem. 11, Spon & Chamberlain, New tbrk.

1923 Why superheated
.
steam causes failure .of cast iron,

Sci. A*n. 127, p. $31.

1923

Corrosion of cast iron,:"
H. Y* Carson, - Trans. Arn. Fdundrymen* s As son.

'
' 30, p. 206. . :

-
:

1923 Corrosion of iron, part ioulafl-y .iron conduits,
P. Medinger, Rev, 'Univ. Mines 18, p. 227;
Chem.: A'hst . 18, 1934, p. 1462. . ;

'•
;

1924

A critical resume” of information on corrosion of
iron- and. steel with special reference to cast
iron in sea water.

World power 2, 146-55. ~

1924

Graphitic softening of cast iron,
. J. W. --Shipley, I.- Ru MCHaf-fie, -Tnd . Eng, Chem.
16, p. 573.

.

1924 Corrosion .of ; cast; iron by (Buenos Aires) tap water

,

C. F. Hickethier, Anal. Assoc, q a. Argent 11, p.

364; • Chem. Ahst .• 19 ,
p. 3245 (1925).

1926 Flow tests '.of old cast iron water mains,
J* B. Eddy, — Chicago Water Works;
Erig.

'
News

.
Record 96 p. 287. '
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Comparison ~of Wrought Iron and- Qommerc ially pure. "Ifon with

Other Ferrous Products (see also effect of impurities and

1881

.additions),.

On the comparative endurance . of iron.' and. steel
when exposed to corrosive influences,

£)'. Phillips, Proc . . Insfc , Oiyil.Eng-.- 65, p.73.

1895 Relative corrosion of wrought iron and steel,
H- M. Howe, - Mineral Ind. 4, p. 429.

1900 Relative corrosion of wrought iron, soft steel
and mild steel,

H. M. Howe, Eng, Mih. journal.* 70 p-. 183. ;

1905 Manufacture and character ist ibs-y.of -wrought iron,
-

t
J P. Roe, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng. 36, p.203,

"l p; 8 14..,. (discussion.) •

.

1906 Relative corrosion , of ..wrought - iron, and; steel,
H- M- Howe, Proc. Am. Soc. Test. Mat. 6, p. 155.

1907 Corrosion of iron nnd steel,
F. N. Speller, Proc. Eng. Soc. West Pa. 22,
p. 472; Iron Age 79, p. 478.

1908 - Relat ive, 'corrosion: of st eel .and; wrought, iron
tubing, .

:

'

H • M • Howe
, B . St ought on , r proc .

.
Am . v S oc . Test

.

Mat . 8, p. 247.

* 1908- Uber den Angriff 'dee E-isensr-.durnh Wasser und
wasserige losungen, •

.. E . Heyn, 0. Bauer, Mitt. Koeniglichen Material-
: prufungsamt 26. p. -1; 28, 1910 p.68. .

"

1909 On the 'coir ros Ion of ir-oh in water and aqueous
solutions, - Proc. 5th Cong. Inst. Assn. Test.
Materials Sec. 17.

1911 Pure iron water pipe to resist corrosion,
•D .• W. - Murphy ,• - Ehgu Record ••64, p-.v 41.

"

1912 Relative corrosion of -iron and ste.el-pipe as found
in service,

W. H. Walker, Jour. New Eng. Water Works Assn.
26, p. 7; Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 4 p.486.
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1913 Comparative service obtained with' wrought’ Iron and
soft steel pipes as waf er, lines' in- the vj. s.

F- R. Speller, Proc. 6th C/ong. Inr . Assn. Test.
Mat. See. 34.

1913 Wrought iron, steel and "cor rosi.on,

W. R. Fleming, - Iron Age 89, p. 666.

1913 Steel, wrought iron and corrosion,
G •' Schulmann, - Iron Age 33 >

;p. 1190.

1915

Corrosion of iron and steel pipe,
n::v- W . A- .

Dunkley, J, E . Noble - power -41, ,:pv584.

1915 Wrought iron or steel pipes,
L. C. WSlson, Eng. News, 50, p. 347.

1916 Corrosion of . wrought iron, .

Iron Age 97, p. 1445. ,

1917 Slag and rust resistance of wrought iron,
Gas Age 39, p. 431.
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